We propose a new unified formulation of the current algebra theory in the category of supergeometry. We take a QP pair as the fundamental framework, which is a tower of two dg symplectic manifolds introduced in the author's previous paper. A large class of current algebras with and without anomalous terms are naturally constructed from this structure. Moreover, a new class of current algebras are obtained systematically.
Introduction
Supergeometry provides unified descriptions for many structures in geometry and physics. It is closely connected to the physical formalisms such as the supersymmetry [27] , the BV-BFV formalism [5] [6] [16] and the AKSZ formalism [4] [8] [31] [21] . Moreover structures from Poisson geometry such as Poisson structures, Lie algebroids, Dirac structures are naturally formulated by supergeometry [29] .
Recently the authors have introduced notion of a QP pair, a tower of (twisted) differential graded symplectic structures satisfying compatibility conditions on two graded manifolds M and T * [n + 1]M [22] . It has unified new geometric structures with physical interest including the nontwisted and twisted QP manifolds (which breaks the classical master equation) and provided mathematical origin of bulk-boundary correspondences in AKSZ sigma models. In this paper, we show that this structure is also the proper frame for the current algebra theory.
A current algebra is a Poisson algebra for conserved currents in a quantum field theory [38] . For instance, the commutation relation of currents J's for a nonabelian Lie group are A certain type of current algebras are related to higher structures. This has been firstly observed in [3] , in which the Courant algebroid structures appear in the current algebras of 2-dimensional sigma models. The higher algebroid structures also appear in the current algebras for membrane sigma models and the current algebras with supergeometry structures [7] [14] [20] . However, we do not have a general geometrical framework to explain anomalous terms. It is important to construct a general formalism in order to understand a generalized current algebra theory.
In this paper, we construct a general supergeometric formalism of a current algebra theory. The anomalous current algebras are derived from twisting of the underlying geometric structure by a canonical 1-form in super symplectic geometry. This unifies the known theories with higher structures based on derived brackets.
We work with two phase spaces Map (T [1 The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, QP manifolds, twisting and QP pairs are prepared as preliminary.
In section 3, we analyze properties of the derived brackets between functions on a QP pair. In section 4, we propose the supergeometric formalism of current algebras and discuss its relation with classical current algebras. We also give many examples which illuminate our theory. In section 5, current algebras in the AKSZ sigma models are reconstructed as special cases of our theory. Section 6 is devoted to future outlook.
Preliminary: QP Manifolds, Twisting and QP Pairs
A graded manifold M on a smooth manifold M is defined as a ringed space with a structure sheaf of a nonnegatively graded commutative algebra over an ordinary smooth manifold M.
Grading is called degree. Grading is compatible with supermanifold grading, that is, a variable of even degree is commutative and one of odd degree is anticommutative. M is
, where U is a local chart on M, V is a graded vector space and S · (V ) is a free graded commutative ring on V . Now the grading is assumed to be nonnegative. Then a graded manifold is called an N-manifold.
An N-manifold M equipped with a graded symplectic structure ω of degree n is called a P-manifold of degree n, denoted by (M, ω). ω is also called a P-structure. The graded
Poisson bracket on C ∞ (M) is defined from the graded symplectic structure ω on M as {f, g} = (−1) |f |+1 i X f i Xg ω, where a Hamiltonian vector field X f is defined by the equation
The graded Poisson bracket of degree m satisfies the following identities:
3)
Let (M, ω) be a P-manifold of degree n and Q be a vector field of degree +1 satisfying Q is also called a homological vector field. We take a Hamiltonian Θ ∈ C ∞ (M) of Q with respect to the graded Poisson bracket {−, −} satisfying
Θ has degree n + 1. The differential condition, 
is a twisted QP manifold, in which manifold α breaks the classical master equation (see [22] for details and examples. 
Current Functions
Throughout this paper, we take the mapping space Map(T [1]Σ n , M) as a phase space. Here (M, ω s ) is a P-manifold, Σ n is an (compact, orientable) n-dimensional manifold. X n+1 = R × Σ n is an n + 1 dimensional manifold, which is regarded as a spacetime. R is the time direction and Σ n is the space direction. Before we discuss the supergeometric formalism of current algebras on Map(
we introduce a parameter space for currents. This is also considered as the current algebra theory in zero dimension (in mechanics).
Firstly, we take a zero QP pair (M, We summarize the formulae. The derived bracket is not graded commutative in general.
If {f, g} b = 0, the bracket is graded commutative:
The derive bracket does not satisfies the Leibniz rules (2.4) and (2.5):
Generally, the last two terms break the Leibniz rule unless they are commutative. If f , g and h are commutative, the last two terms vanish. The derived bracket satisfies the Leibniz identity (2.6) if and only if {Θ, Θ} b = 0, even if the derive bracket is not graded commutative.
In summary, (Comm
Example 3.1 The simplest subspace is
Example 3.2 If we choose a canonical function α, we can construct the other subspaces
with {−, −} s is the Poisson algebra. We will see that this is the current space in AKSZ sigma models in section 4.
Supergeometric Formalism of Current Algebras

AKSZ-BFV Construction on a QP Pair
In this section, we define currents on the phase space Map(T [1]Σ n , M) and obtain the supergeometric current algebra formulation. The idea is the current algebra theory is the theory of functions on a QP pair,
Recall that (M, ω s ) is a P-manifold. We take a QP pair (M, 
Here ev :
M is an evaluation map and
The derived bracket on the mapping space
Next we consider the pullback of a current function
Here |J| is degree of J. Note that |J | = 0.
Twisted Pullbacks and Supergeometric Current Algebras
We can twist the pull back of current functions by any function of degree 1 on
In order to obtain known physical currents, we define an universal twisting function by S s = ιDµ * ev * ϑ s , where ϑ s is the canonical 1-form for ω s such that ω s = −δϑ s . Note that S s is constant along the fiber and is the same as the kinetic term of the Q-function in the
For any function J on
is defined by
We define currents as the restriction of the twisted pullback of current functions to Map(T [1]Σ n , M).
We can calculate the Poisson bracket of currents associated to two functions J 1 and J 2 ∈ C n (T * 
which derives the first term in Equation (4.13).
Take a Darboux coordinate on
Assume that the canonical graded symplectic structure is expressed by
is a map to the base manifold. We can prove the following formula for the small Poisson bracket and the big Poisson bracket: Due to the second term in Equation (4.13), the set of J 's fails to be a Poisson algebra.
The anomalous terms vanish if J 1 and J 2 commute, {J 1 , J 2 } b = 0. So we have
Corollary 4.3 A current algebra without the anomalous term is isomorphic to a Poisson
Let us analyze how this theory works from another viewpoint. We do not use the restric- 
fold is also equipped with a P-structure given by the derived bracket, and is isomorphic to Map(T [1]Σ n , M) as a P-manifold. Currents are restricted functions to this twisted Lagrangian submanifold. It defines the equivalent theory in the theorem.
Physical Current Algebras from Supergeometric Current Algebras
The physical current algebras are obtained from the formulation in the previous section.
We introduce the second degree, the form degree deg f for a function f on
is, by definition, zero on Σ n and one on the
Let us take a local coordinate (σ µ , θ µ ) on T [1]Σ n . The form degrees are deg σ µ = 0 and deg θ µ = 1. We expand a local coordinate superfield of degree i by θ as
Then the coefficients of the ghost number zero parts of
are classical fields. A ghost number nonzero component is called a ghost if its ghost number is positive, and an antifield if its ghost number is negative. We denote by
restriction of a function f to the ghost number zero components of superfields, i.e. basis.
Note that f cl is not necessarily equal to the ghost number zero part of a function f itself.
The graded symplectic structure is locally written as (i) , the classical symplectic structure is obtained:
For the pull back of a current function of degree i,
, the twisted pullback replaces q by dp as
We take the test function as
since the test function ǫ(σ, θ) is of degree n − i. The integrand in a supergeometric current is expanded by θ as n k=0
(p, dp)(σ). Therefore we obtain
where
(p, dp)(σ).
J (i) has degree 0 and ghost number 0. However note that J (i) is not a classical current yet. J (i) contains the ghost fields. Its restriction to ghost number zero components of
is a classical physical current. We claim that the {J cl (k) (i),µ 1 ···µ k (σ)} part of a supergeometric current is a classical physical current and the classical current algebra is obtained by the reduction of the formula (4.13) on them. We denote the restriction of J to ghost number zero components of superfields by
Theorem 4.4 The classical current algebra is the Poisson algebra of the ghost number zero
components of superfields of the supergeometric current algebra:
where | cl on the right hand is that components of nonzero ghost number of superfields set to zero after the computations.
In the next subsection, we use this method to derive the current algebras. We assume the homological function Θ = ξ I q I +
Examples
The small Poisson bracket on M is given by the derived bracket
Elements are written as a function of degree 0, J (0)f = f (x) and a functions of degree 1,
The derived bracket of functions has the following equations:
interior product. This induces the commutation relations on the small P-manifold M:
where [u, v] is a Lie bracket of the vector fields.
We have
Here (u, a) , (v, b) is the inner product on T M ⊕ T * M. Therefore the commutative subspace
We apply Example 3.2 in this case. Let us assume the canonical function α such that
The condition e −δα Θ| M = 0 is equivalent to the following equation:
Therefore the bivector field we obtain the same equations as (4.20) . However the equations (4.22) on a small P-manifold are changed. We obtain the new subspace of commutative functions by using this canonical
Therefore we calculate the latter equation. Let us take the basis K 
by using the equation (4.24) . This is a Poisson algebra associated to twisting by the canonical function α. Moreover we obtain 27) where Let us consider the subspace of commutative functions
which is a Noether current for the action α as a physical model. Note that
Using {x I , p J } s = δ I J and (4.24), the commutation relation of j I is obtained as
The equation (4.29) is equivalent to the equation (4.27).
Next we consider examples on the mapping spaces. 
Following Example 4.1, we choose a big QP-manifold (T
In the local coordinate superfields, the symplectic structure on 30) where the boldface is the superfields corresponding to local coordinates on
Let us consider the space of the currents, i.e., the restriction of the twisted pullback
, where the canonical 1-from is
Current functions are one of degree 0 and one of degree 1:
The corresponding currents are
where ǫ (i) is a test function of degree i. The derived brackets of these currents are computed as follows:
the Dorfman bracket on T M ⊕ T * M explained in Example 4.1. The classical current algebra is the ghost number zero components of superfields in the equations (4.34):
). This coincides with the generalized current algebra described in [3] . Our method derives the correct physical current algebra. We introduce
, a big graded symplectic manifold of degree 3 as the auxiliary phase space. Take local coordinates (
and conjugate Darboux coordinates (ξ I , η A , χ I ) of degree (3, 2, 1) on T * [3] . A graded sym-
Θ is homological if H is a closed 4-form.
Let x I be a smooth map from
) be superfields of degree 1 and 2. A graded symplectic form ω b of degree 1 is defined as 37) where
, and
Let us consider the space of functions on the big QP manifold,
) of degree 0, 1 and 2 are generally described by
Here all coefficients are some local functions of x.
Next we take the space of the twisted pullback
, and the canonical 1-form is
Currents of degree 0, 1 and 2 are
The derived brackets produce the current algebra as follows:
where all the terms are evaluated by σ ′ . Here [−, −] is a Lie bracket on T M, i G is an interior product with respect to a vector field G and −, − is the graded bilinear form on the fiber of E with respect to the metric k AB . The condition vanishing anomalous terms,
's are commutative. The classical current algebra is the ghost number zero component of superfields:
where ǫ cl
This coincides with the generalized current algebra in three dimensions in [20] . Take local coordinates (σ, θ) of degree (0, 1) on We take a Q-structure function of degree n + 2:
Θ is a Q-structure if H is a closed n + 2-form.
Let us consider a local coordinate expression on the mapping space. Let x I be a smooth
) be a superfield of degree n. A big graded symplectic form ω b of degree 1 is defined as
A Q-structure function is
Next we consider the space of functions of degree equal to or less than n, C n (T
We concentrate on functions of degree n on C n (T * [n + 1]T * [n]M) because the currents constructed from functions of degree less than n have trivial commutation relations. A function of degree n is written as
Take the space of the pullback CA n (T
is given by
Then the twisted pullback of a function J (n) is
The classical part of the equations
coincides with the generalized current algebra of the topological n-brane theory in [7] . Here For general n, a current algebra on Σ n -manifolds [35] (These structures are also called Lie n-algebroid structures.) is obtained by our formulae. We have reformulated the current algebra theory by supergeometry and found new current algebras with higher structures induced from QP structures. This new formulation makes not only the calculations easier but also mathematical structures of the current algebras clearer.
Extension of our theory to more extended current algebras including more higher derivatives [11] is interesting. Another recent analysis for a current algebra theory appears in [1] [2] .
It is interesting to analyze relations to our theory.
Though we have analyzed the classical aspect of the current algebra, a quantum version of the theory will shed light on fundamental properties of current algebras.
The formulation in Theorem 4.2 is based on an explicit expression of a set of functions under the derived bracket on a QP pair. A general theory for the derived bracket on a QP pair is remained to be understood.
